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Genre

Origin Registered

Title

CONCEPT

Eps/Ssn Dur/Eps

a DATING/Actuality

1

Italy FRAPA My SuperMarket Date How many singletons shop at the supermarket every day?

10

1/2 TV
Hr

10

1/2 TV
Hr

They don’t know each other, but among the shopping lanes
and shelves, two twin souls are just waiting to meet up.
My Supermarket Date is the dating show where all the
singletons shopping in the supermarket have the unique
chance of taking part at a blind date that could change their
lives forever!
Will it be love at fist sight?

b Cooking Shows

2

Italy FRAPA

Horror Kitchen

HORROR KITCHEN is the scariest cooking show on tv.
Three contestants (professional chefs or amateur chefs) will
have to cook gourmet dishes and convince a jury made by 3
experts by using a HORROR INGREDIENT, a horrible,
disgusting ingredient that’s not common for our culture and
that nobody would ever eat!
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b Cooking Shows

Title

CONCEPT

Horror Kitchen

The three judges, don’t know which is the HORROR
INGREDIENT hidden in the dishes they’re going to eat and will
take their decisions only on the taste test.

Eps/Ssn Dur/Eps

Only after the dishes’ taste the host will reveal them the
HORROR INGREDIENT that they have just eaten. How will
they react to this revelation?

3

Italy FRAPA

Chef By Chance

The cooking show where a celebrity guest (an actor, a singer
a football player) will cook as a top rating chef for 30 minutes.
He will be a Chef by chance.

10

1/2 TV
Hr

10

1 TV Hr

A very famous chef will prepare one of his most famous and
difficult recipes and only by watching him cooking live, the
celebrity guest will have to prepare the same dish.
Will he be able to convince the jury of experts with his dish?

4

Italy FRAPA

Who's That Cake

3 amateur pastry chefs must do their best to make the perfect
cake that represent themselves. There could be the 50 yrs old
lawyer, the 30 something yoga teacher, the 20 yrs old
musician.
They are not allowed to create cakes that explicitly illustrate
their jobs and hobbies, they must be very smart and creative
and make 3 cakes that “tell something” about them.
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c

Origin Registered

FACTUAL

Title

CONCEPT

Who's That Cake

The judge, an expert and well known pastry chef, will have to
look at the 3 cakes and taste them. Then he will choose one of
them. This will be the cake that like a clue will have to help the
judge to guess who made it among 5 people.

Eps/Ssn Dur/Eps

10

1 TV Hr

10

1 TV Hr

If the judge will manage to understand who’s the pastry chef
who made the cake, this means that the contestant has been
so smart and expert to create a cake which perfectly
represents hi, and he will win a cash prize of 5.000 euros.
c

FACTUAL

5

Italy FRAPA Darling…I'm Pregnant

After the Youtube phenomenon, the most incredible babies’
arrivals (or pregnancy) announcements are now on TV.
DARLING I’M PREGNANT is the first TV shows where
expecting moms will reveal to their dearest ones the most
important news of their lives: to expect a baby.
In every episode by 1 hour 2 real stories that will touch the
protagonists and the viewers hearts: very young women who
didn’t expect to have a baby so soon, multiple pregnancies
after long medical cures for fertility, women who will live a
second youth thanks to a new born to come…
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6

Italy FRAPA

Title

Eps/Ssn Dur/Eps
CONCEPT
Every expecting mom will choose who will be the recipient of
her announcement: a boyfriend, a husband, parents, relatives
Darling…I'm Pregnant
or friends and will be helped by an well know event planner in
(cont..d)
organizing a tailor made and amazing surprise to give her
message: Darling, I’m pregnant.
How will they react at this unexpected message of joy.

Before You Bite The
Dust

What if today was the last day of your life…

10

1 TV Hr

What if you would decide to do in one day all the craziest
things that you never did…
What if there was a crazy presenter following you in a day of
extraordinary madness…
BEFORE YOU BITE THE DUST is the funniest and craziest
show on TV where common people will have the chance to live
for 1 day the most odd and incredible adventures ever, just if
those were the last 24 hours of their lives.
In every episode 1 protagonist followed by a crazy presenter
and 3 crazy challenges chosen by the protagonist to face:
• Drive a Ferrari
• Enter the set of a movie and be part of it
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Title
Before You Bite The Dust

(Cont'd)

7

Italy FRAPA

Doctor Smile

CONCEPT
• Dress up like a superhero saving people in the street
• Get drunk and go bungee jumping
• Do a strip tease in a club
• Try to get a kiss from a famous actress
• Sing and play on the metro to collect money
• Brake in a tv show and kiss the host
• Insult the relatives and boss he hates with a megaphone
• Have the biggest meal ever
How will the protagonist feel after the most exciting and
extreme day of his life?
Our smile is our business card, it’s the key that opens every
heart’s door. It helps us in the social and working relations and
gives us a chance with the opposite sex. But what if our teeth
are so ugly and ruined to embarrass us and make us keep our
mouths closed? DOCTOR SMILE is the makeover show that
makes the Country smile again.

Eps/Ssn Dur/Eps

10

1 TV Hr

Not only dental medical cases, but also stories of life,
emotions, tears and of course… smiles!
d

VARIETY

8

Italy FRAPA
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d

Origin Registered

VARIETY

Title
RICH
(Cont'd)

CONCEPT

Eps/Ssn Dur/Eps

You’ll get incredibly rich and it would cost them nothing!
RICH is the TV show where deserving people that with their
everyday actions make this world a better place will now be
thanked for the first time for their generosity.
The protagonists of the show are unaware and common
people: teachers, shopkeepers, housewives, lawyers, retired
persons…
There could be the man that helps families in need by bringing
them food every week, could be the woman that teaches kids
with problems for free or the guy that is a volunteer in a
beneficence association or the one that decided to donate his
bone marrow saving someone’s life.
The viewers at home will have the unique chance to reward
these special and deserving people by realizing a secret
dream that they hold in their hearts: travelling to Rome, buying
a new car, changing the home furnishing…
The viewers will have the possibility to text vote for them and
each vote will turn into real money: 1 vote= 1 dollar.
RICH is the only TV show where your fellow citizens could
make your dreams come true:
touching stories, good feelings and a great finale!
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e Reality/Competition

9

UK FRAPA

Tagline

2ND CHNACE

They All Deserves
One!

How many times, over the many years of watching talent
contest shows, have we as viewers sympathized and felt for
contestants who did not make it through the early stages of
the contest. Many of them are ordinary people with human
stories behind them. They had one shot at realizing their
artistic dreams, had their 5 minutes under the spotlight and
then disappeared, back into their lives as housewives, pizza
chefs or secretaries.

13

1.5 TV
Hrs

This program gives them the never expected second shot.
Through a contest format, choosing from a pool of exparticipants in shows like X-FACTOR, GOT TALENT, IDOL,
VOICE,… we will show the human side of our contestants and
the stories of their hopes going so high in their first attempt
some tears ago as well as how they coped with going back to
the grounds of reality having achieved only so little. Giving
them the chance to compete again, it is very likely that we
would discover true talents among them and even wonder
how on earth they did not make it in their first go!
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f

Origin Registered

Title

Italy FRAPA

The Calling Game

CONCEPT

Eps/Ssn Dur/Eps

Game Shows

10

1 contestant - 10 red phones - 45 minutes… and a jackpot of
500.000
The contestant of THE CALLING GAME must be smart, must
be fast, but above all must be a great liar
In order to win the fabulous jackpot of 500.000 euros the
contestant must convince at least 7 people on the other side
of the phone to sell him goods and services without using any
credit card number and hiding them that’s a tv show game.
Only his communication skills and his ability to lie will bring
him to success.

g DATING/Actuality

11

Italy FRAPA

Love Kitchen

He doesn't know her. She doesn't know him.
She has the recipe. He has the ingredients.
They have 45 minutes and a Love Kitchen where they can
cook together and know each other while cooking.
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